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This unusual collection of primitive and medieval symbols provides one of the most fertile
single sources of decorative ideas available today. It is also a graphic history of the
development of written communication and offers a singular insight into the psychology of the
primitive mind.The Book of Signs contains 493 classified and documented illustrations,
collected, drawn, and explained by the celebrated typographer Rudolf Koch. Divided into 14
different categories, it includes General Signs, The Cross, Monogram of Christ, Other Christian
Signs, Monograms of Medieval Church and State Leaders, Stone Masons' Signs, The Four
Elements, Astronomical Signs, Astrological Signs, Botanical Signs, Chemical Signs, House
and Holding Marks, Miscellany, and Runes."Provides the contemporary artist with a rich design
vocabulary on which to improvise."—Art in Focus."An inspiration to graphic artists
everywhere."—Graphis."An artistic and typographical achievement of considerable beauty and
worth."—Psychiatric Quarterly.

From the Back CoverThis unusual collection of primitive and medieval symbols provides one of
the most fertile single sources of decorative ideas available today. It is also a graphic history of
the development of written communication and offers a singular insight into the psychology of
the primitive mind.The Book of Signs contains 493 classified and documented illustrations,
collected, drawn, and explained by the celebrated typographer Rudolf Koch. Divided into 14
different categories, it includes General Signs, The Cross, Monogram of Christ, Other Christian
Signs, Monograms of Medieval Church and State Leaders, Stone Masons' Signs, The Four
Elements, Astronomical Signs, Astrological Signs, Botanical Signs, Chemical Signs, House
and Holding Marks, Miscellany, and Runes."Provides the contemporary artist with a rich design
vocabulary on which to improvise."—Art in Focus."An inspiration to graphic artists
everywhere."—Graphis."An artistic and typographical achievement of considerable beauty and
worth."—Psychiatric Quarterly.Unabridged republication of the English translation originally
published by the First Edition Club of London, 1930. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorHolland was the second of Oscar Wilde's two sons. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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+ The Book of Signs +which contains all manner ofsymbols used from earliest times to the
middleages by primitivepeoples and Early Christians+Collected drawn and explainedby Rudolf
KochTranslated from the Germanby Vyvyan Holland+This Dover edition, first published in
1955, is an unabridged and unaltered republication of the English translation originally
published by the First Edition Club of London in 1930.This book belongs to the Dover Pictorial
Archive Series. You may use the designs and illustrations for graphics and crafts applications,
free and without special permission, provided that you include no more than ten in the same
publication or project. (For permission for additional use, please write to Dover Publications,
Inc., 31 East 2nd Street, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.)However, republication or reproduction of any
illustration by any other graphic service whether it be in a book or in any other design resource
is strictly prohibited.International Standard Book NumberManufactured in the United States by
Courier Corporation20162735The Illustrationsin this bookwere once cut on wood by Frik
Kredel,Offenbach am Main*The copies of this bookhave been printed in ProfessorRudolf
Koch’s magere deutsche type.Contents1. General signs.2. The Cross.3. The Monogram of
Christ or Chrismon4. Other Christian signs.5. The Monogram.6. Stonemasons’ signs.7. The
four Elements.8. Astronomical signs.9. Astrological Signs.10. Botanical Signs.11. Chemical
Signs.12. House- and Holdings-Marks13. Signs from various sources14. RunesNoteStudents
of modern printing will be aware that Rudolf Koch is an outstanding personality in the modern
development of the graphic arts in Germany, and has achieved fame as a type-designer,
calligrapher, artist and book-binder. : : : : The present translation of his Book of Signs contains
493 symbols, used from ancient times up to the middle ages, which have been collected by
Koch and his friends from carvings, inscriptions and manuscripts. Among them are Byzantine
monograms, the signs of the Cross, the Holy initials, stonemason’s signs, the signs of the four
elements, and botanical, astrological and chemical signs. They have been redrawn and
explained by Rudolf Koch himself, and cut on wood by Fritz Kredel. As readers will readily see,
they have, in their present form at least, visual as well as symbolic beauty.A. J. A. Symons1.
General signs.The dot is the origin from which all signs start, and is their innermost essence. It
was with this idea that the Masonic lodges of old expressed the secrecy of their guilds by
means of the dot.The vertical stroke represents the one-ness of God, or the Godhead in
general; it also symbolizes power descending upon mankind from above, or, in the opposite
direction, the yearning of mankind towards higher things.In the horizontal stroke, on the other
hand, we see the Earth, in which life flows evenly and everything moves on the same
plane.The angle, or the meeting of the celestial and the terrestrial. As they possess nothing in
common, they touch, but do not cross one another, This sign represents the reciprocation
between God and the World. In Masonic lodges of Middle Ages the right angle was the sign of
Justice and Integrity.In the sign of the Cross God and Earth are combined and ace in harmony.
From two simple lines a complete sign has been evolved. The Cross is by far the earliest of all
signs, and is found everywhere, quite apart from the conception of Christianity.The circle, being
without beginning or end, is also a sign of God or of Eternity. Moreover, in contrast with the
next sign, it is a symbol of the sleeping eye of God: “The Spirit of God moved upon the face of
the waters.”The open eye of God, the purpose of Revelation: “And God said, Let there be
light.”The passive female element; what has been there from the beginning of all things. “And
God divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the
firmament.”The active male element; what comes from on high; the effective clement in time.”
And God divided the light from the darkness.”As the male element pervades the female, so



creation takes place, since everything belonging to the living world is compounded of the
confluence of male and female. In remote ages in the East, and also in early northern
mythology, this sign of the wheel-cross was a symbol of the Sun.The triangle is an ancient
Egyptian emblem of the Godhead, and also a Pythagorean symbol for wisdom. In Christianity it
is looked upon as the sign of the triple personality of God. Again, in distinction from the next
sign, it is another sign for the female element, which is firmly based upon terrestrial matters,
and yet yearns after higher things. The female is always earthly in its conception.The triangle
standing upon its apex is, on the other hand, the male element which is by nature celestial, and
strives after truth.Both figures now start moving towards one another, and as they touch each
other with their apexes they form another figure, entirely new in appearance, without, however,
either of the original figures being damaged or interfaced with in any way.When, however, they
pass through one another, the nature of both is fundamentally altered and, as it appears, is
practically obliterated. A complicated and entirely symmetrical pattern is formed, with new and
surprising sections and correlations, in which six small distinct triangles are grouped around a
large central hexagon. A beautiful star has appeared, through, when we examine it, we see
that both the original triangles still retain their individuality. Thus it is when a perfect marriage
binds man and woman together.We now carry the movement of the triangles a step further, so
that they part again and form a square standing upon one of its corners. The triangles have a
common base line, but they point away from each other instead of towards each other as
before. This figure is the simple sum of the two triangles lying next to, but quite clear of, each
other. This sign also stands for the four Evangelists.The square is the emblem of the world and
of nature. As distinct from the triangle it is the Christian emblem of worldliness, In it is
symbolized the number four; this has a host of significations, as: the four elements, the four
corners of the Heavens, the four Evangelists, the four rivers of Paradise.Three triangles all
touting at a central point to form a new figure. This is on old symbol for the Godhead. Beyond
this nothing is known about it.The furca, or fork, a mediaeval symbol for the Trinity, is also a
Pythagorean emblem of the course of life, in the form of a rising path with fork roads to Good
and Evil. This sign is very ancient in origin, and is probably connected with the next sign:This is
an old emblem for the sun, with three rays. The cross strokes at the ends of the rays symbolize
the vault of Heavens.The pentagram, a five-pointed star drawn with one stroke of the pen: this
sign belongs, as do many others depicted here, to the most primitive of mankind, and is
certainly much older than written characters. Signs of this kind are quite the most ancient
human documents toe possess. The pentagram has had several different significations at
different times in the history of man. The Pythagoreans called it the pentalpha, and the Celtic
priests the witch’s foot, It is also Solomon’s seal, known in the Middle Ages as the goblin’s
cross. It also represents the five senses; the male and female principles are also conveyed by
the arrangement of the five points. Amongst the druids it was the sign of Godhead, and to the
Jews it signified the five Mosaic books. This sign was also popularly believed to be a protection
against demons, and, by analogy, a symbol of safety. It is believed too to be the emblem of
happy home-coming, whence its employment as an amulet. In ancient times it was a magic
charm amongst the people of Babylon.The octogram, an eight - pointed star drawn with one
stroke of the pen. No explanation of this sign is known.The fork. This sign, with which we have
already dealt, has a further meaning, namely, the expectant soul, man gazing aloft with
outstretched arms.The same sign, inserted, in contrast with the previous sign, expresses
salvation descending from above and spreading other the world below.The two signs approach
one another and form a new figure. As they come into contact they enclose a space between
them.They proceed to intersect, the prongs of the forks appearing once more in the figure.The



intersection is complete, and results in another six-pointed star. The two original figures, which
were so definite in their impulse towards union, are completely absorbed by the new figure,
which radiates strength on all sides from a central point, and point, and which, though itself
motionless, generates motion all a round it.As the lost five signs expressed the fate of the soul,
so the next five symbolize the nature of the human intellect:Passive intellectActive intellectThe
intellect in actionCreative intellectDisordered intellectThe three lines, whether they run
vertically or horizontally, or whether they move together or independently, achieve nothing,
emerging from the void and returning to the void whence they came. Only the creative intellect
encloses a space and forms a definite figure, the three body-less lines becoming a real object
of which the triangle is the symbol. When the intellect is scattered, the figure dissolves once
more and the lines return to the void, cutting through each other in general disruption.The next
is a series of signs illustrating the vicissitudes of family life:ManWomanMan and Woman united
for procreation.The woman becomes pregnant,and bears a child.

MICHAEL O., “Marvelous collection of Rudolf Koch’s edged pen-drawn symbols.. Rudolf Koch’s
Book of Signs is a wonderful collection of medieval, astrological, chemical and other symbols,
all drawn (written) by Koch with edged pen. This makes them easily incorporated into
calligraphic works. Koch was an extremely important calligrapher, type designer, and
Offenbach Workshop (liturgical art) coordinator in the late 19th into early 20th centuries. This is
an extremely important collection of 350 of his symbols and Dover should be thanked for
publishing it.”

Trelligan, “Symbols good, meanings bad.. There are plenty of symbols included, they are
organized according to shape and complexity, and there are meanings attached. But the
meanings are the author's alone, have little relevance to other sources and there are no
sources cited - these are the author's own ideas and don't have much relevance outside. The
cons didn't matter much to me since I wanted it for design ideas, but anyone interested in the
traditional meaning of symbols should look elsewhere.”

Allen Day, “Ø=ÜM. Wish the book was thicker but other than that it’s great. I was looking for a book
that specifically stated early Christians interpretations of pagan and occult symbols and for that
it is perfect.”

Andy, “Thought-provoking collection of medieval European symbols. "The Book of Signs" is an
illustration-rich collection of Byzantine, medieval and related European symbols. The Dover
Publications edition is a clean softcover edition of the work which is printed in the author Rudolf
Koch's "magere deutsche" typeface (a Gothic / old-style German typeface similar to those used
in Germany in the 19th century and earlier).Useful to the medievalist, the occultist as well as
the fantasy roleplayer, the collection includes nearly 500 different symbols collected in 14
chapters. Symbols include Christian, astrological, botanical, and chemical ones from the
Byzantine and European traditions; personal and family signs such as early monograms,
stonemason's signs and armorial signs; and the Norse runes. The signs themselves are
woodcuts, which combined with the older style Germanic typeface give the book a distinctive
look. Chapters include a short introduction and most signs include a short description.The
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book's strength lies in its wide range of medieval symbols and its evocative visual look
(woodcut symbols and German typeface). As a research tool it has limited utility, but for its
graphic appearance it is a good choice for the layman. On a side note for AD&D gamers and
World of Greyhawk enthusiasts, this work was used as inspiration by Gary Gygax for many of
the symbols presented in the World of Greyhawk folio and 1983 boxed set.”

Stacy Judd, “Nice book! Very Interesting. This is a nice book. Very informative! It covers a few
select categories of symbols in somewhat of a chronological format.”

Kami Robinson, “So Interesting!. I first found this book at my local library and fell in love with all
the interesting and little known symbols. The author does put a Christian bent on a lot of the
symbols that I could honestly due without. Even on some symbols with a clearly Pagan origin.
For example The Triquerta, ( a symbol of The Triple Goddess) he claims is for "banishing evil
spirits". The book was written (clearly) a VERY long time ago by an obviously very religious
man, but the symbols themselves are so interesting that it is necessary to not get stuck on one
mans interpretation. Once you can get past that, the collection of symbolism is enjoyable.”

Daniel Knight, “A great start to symbolism in general. I have recently become interested with
symbols and mysticism. Although I don’t really know where to start, I have found this book
pointing me in the right direction. Grammar and spelling needs improvement, but the content is
good. I felt it could go into more detail, but that’s part of the journey to find out more for myself.
A nice way as means of introduction.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good. Great book a bit flimsy as it doesn’t open out all the way without
breaking the spine which is annoying if you’re using it for drawing reference”

Daniele Formenti, “Affascinante, magico. La lettura è resa un tantino ostica dal font gotico
utilizzato dall'autore, ma del resto quest'edizione è una fedele riproduzione del libro compilato
da Koch quasi un secolo fa. L'esperienza di tenerlo in mano e sfogliarlo vale ben più del prezzo
pagato, se oltretutto siete tra le persone che come me considerano certi libri una sorta di via di
mezzo fra l'arredamento e l'intrattenimento degli ospiti non può di sicuro mancare nel vostro
soggiorno.”

The book by Rudolf Koch has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 223 people have provided feedback.
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